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Shadow Play
For ages 18 months to 12 years

Enter the world of your senses and shadow play! Learn to make

shadow and light imagery by creating unique shadow using

their fingers, legs, arms and all of their bodies. A pop-up

shadow play space will be lit by standing spotlights and desk

lights, and that’s where the making and creating happens. Set

up your scenery and change it up as many times as you want,

and come discover how you can manipulate the light source and

have fun with your very own shadow silhouettes!

Senses In A Bottle

Join us in creating a sensory bottle where we learn about

measuring, exercise our fine motor skills and explore the science

behind density in liquids. Children will get an opportunity to

explore their senses as they create their sensory bottles. Once

completed, hand-held torchlights will be introduced for children

to explore with their sensory bottles and they can take the

bottles home for further exploration.

For ages 18 months to 12 years

Kaleidoscope

Come explore making your own kaleidoscope with everyday

materials. From toilet roll cores, chopsticks and rubber bands,

create and your very own handy kaleidoscope and watch as the

light reflects the colourful designs that will produce changing

patterns when you rotate it! Choose from as many different

designs as possible, and change them out easily as and when

you want. Make recycling fun today with this handmade activity

for hours of fun and limitless possibilities!

For ages 4 to 12 years

Into My Home
For ages 6 to 12 years

Show us into your home by creating a diorama of it! Using

inspiration from our homes and landscapes, children will gather

ideas about spaces and what goes into them. Exploring

children’s spatial awareness and creativity, children will be

invited to draw onto a die-cut cube. Take a peep into your cube

and see what happens!


